
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOOVE IN SELF STORAGE HIRES SHAUN LEWY AS VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS

York, PA - January 27, 2023 - Moove In Self Storage has announced the hiring of Shaun Lewy as the Vice President of 
Operations. 

Shaun will be responsible for providing oversight for over 60 Moove In stores as well as dozens of staff throughout the region. 
He will work to develop and strengthen individuals and teams for efficient, effective operations; usher new acquisitions into the 
portfolio, and implement new processes and tools. 

Prior to joining Moove In, Shaun led operations for Snapbox Storage and for ezStorage prior to that. Before breaking into the 
storage industry, Shaun worked for Mattress Discounters, working his way up from salesperson to Vice President of Sales after 
13 years with the company. 

“Shaun’s over 10 years of experience and passion for the storage industry will help us to continue to grow the Moove In Self 
Storage brand,” said Chris Riley, President and COO of Moove In. “He has successfully demonstrated expertise in leading sales 
and operations teams, developing people, recruiting, training, and improving departmental efficiencies, amongst many others, 
and we look forward to his contributions to our team for many years to come.”

ABOUT MOOVE IN SELF STORAGE
Since our first facility opened in 1998, Moove In Self Storage has expanded to more than 60 self storage facilities located 
throughout Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Iowa. We offer drive-up, interior 
access and temperature- controlled self storage units in a variety of sizes, outdoor parking spaces at many locations and a full 
retail shop in every rental office. Moove In remains a locally operated company guided by the core values of doing the right 
thing; being enthusiastic, engaged and competitive; working hard, working smart; having fun; and being compassionate and 
authentic. For more information, visit https://moovein.com.

###
CONTACT
To learn more, please contact:
Kate Scheib, Director of Marketing 
320 N. George St
York, PA 17401 
P: 717-779-0804 
E: kscheib@irellc.com 
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